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FSS Implementation Guide
Introduction
The Flats Sequencing System (FSS) is a critical component of postal strategy to contain
costs through the automation of the flat mail stream. This document is intended to assist
the new FSS site in proceeding through the steps necessary for successful FSS
implementation. Only through following a standardized process will the Postal Service
be able to implement this complex procedure in our thousands of field delivery sites.

Roles and Responsibilities
Every level of the Postal Service from headquarters to individual delivery units have
specific responsibilities associated with FSS deployment and the ultimate success of the
process. These responsibilities are too numerous to list in this format however; they can
be summed up as follows:
Headquarters will decide the overall project implementation including FSS
machine deployments schedules, actual machine locations and overall project
goals for savings. HQ will identify those zones that are FSS candidate zones
Area Offices will work with HQ coordinating all FSS projects within each Area
and the associated Districts.
District Offices will coordinate the FSS deployment for their District including
the actual machine locations and the delivery zones that will be served on the FSS
machines. The District will ultimately decide the actual zones and the order they
will be run on the FSS machines in order to maximize the savings potential for
their operations.
The Processing Center will be responsible for the operation of the FSS machine.
The delivery units that receive FSS mail will be the ultimate driver of the savings
from FSS processing. They can expect a reduction in the number of routes based
on reduced casing of flats from FSS. Once the routes are re-structured, the
delivery unit will be responsible for maintaining effective operations based on the
new workloads and street times for the adjusted routes.
Communication will be key for this project; information must flow both up and down the
corporate hierarchy in order to ensure all aspects of the project remain on track and to
ensure that vital information is passed along to all parties.
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Steps to Success
The expectations within delivery units’ concerning FSS Implementation guidelines is
geared toward providing the latest updated step by step methods to complete tasks and
assist in efficiently managing a delivery unit. This includes but not limited to a number of
current tasks that are more pronounced within an FSS environment. Currently, delivery
unit office times have been greatly reduced which requires managers to have a structured
flow of daily assignments associated with achieving carrier/route office projections
DOIS.
The delivery unit manager must have a keen knowledge of current delivery requirements
with specific emphasis on revisions to prior practices as a result of deployment of FSS.
Managers must review the daily receipt of FSS CASTRS, and ensure accurate volume is
represented in the FSS column in DOIS, whether through EOR download or manual
input.
Managers must ensure maximum utilization of the reduced delivery unit office hours in
an FSS environment. Managers must focus on managing their carriers rather than
completing computer work during this period. Managers should ensure AMSOP
requirements are met, especially tasks such as reviewing TACS reports, DOIS work hour
projection reports, carrier control forms and other local initiatives designed to support an
efficient operation.
Street management in an FSS environment must increase since more than 70 to 80 % of
the carrier’s work day will be on the street. Management must validate street work
performance with specific emphasis on ensuring carriers are not exceeding DOIS base
street times. This review must be conducted using PS Form 3999 to support future FSS
route adjustments.
Enclosed in this document is how to accomplish these tasks and be successful in an FSS
environment.

Prior to FSS Implementation
Prior to the actual implementation of FSS, there are many critical steps necessary to be
completed. One of the first steps taken is for the unit to conduct an AMSOP II self
review. After conducting the self review each unit should focus on the areas identified
for improvement as preparation for the official AM SOP II review conducted by their
district. If a unit can pass this review as conducted by the district and maintain their
certification, many of the basic steps necessary to be taken prior to the arrival of FSS will
have been completed.
There are additional actions that have to be done to promote success. These actions are
enumerated below.
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COR Data Base Preparation
Carrier Optimal Routing (COR) is a computer software program that is used to configure
compact, contiguous, and safe city carrier routes. The program is utilized to reduce
unnecessary travel, and to optimize park points and relays while reducing left hand turns
and U-Turns to ensure safety. COR uses actual carrier route information with volumes
from city carrier route examinations or historical route information to create efficient
travel paths to produce optimized city carrier routes. COR data base preparation is
mandatory at all FSS locations. Preparing COR Databases should be one of the first steps
completed when an office is informed of potential FSS implementation.
COR consists of two software applications. They are Database Preparation and Route
Adjustment. Database Preparation must take place before a Route Adjustment can be
completed. COR Database Preparation is the responsibility of the District and requires
trained personnel to prepare the databases for each city carrier 5-Digit zone. Only when
the database is complete, is the zone ready for a COR route adjustment to take place. This
will allow the unit to take advantage of COR to generate route adjustments after FSS
implementation.
Resources:
Delivery Web Page
Database Preparation
FAQ’s

3999s and Pivot Plans
Two of the most critical tools for maintaining route efficiency and route maximization
are current 3999’s and office pivot plans. Local management must ensure that routes are
delivered in a safe and efficient manner, which translates into an economical manner as
well. When conducting 3999’s, the following issues should be considered: safety and
efficient customer service. The outcome means that routes line of travel have been
examined and modified as necessary to maximize right hand turns, minimize left hand
turns, minimize dismount deliveries, minimize park points on each route and maximize
the number of deliveries per swing. Street hazards such as blind turns, heavy traffic
intersections and dangerous animals can be avoided. Walking areas are free of potential
tripping hazards and carriers have not damaged customer’s property. The carrier has to
deliver the route in the line of travel approved by management. Business deliveries
should be delivered in an appropriate time frame. By conducting periodic formal street
reviews documented on Form 3999 or preferably through the DCD, the information can
be placed in an automated format and be available as a reference. It is critical that this
information be uploaded from the DCD to DOIS. Only through this last step can the data
be analyzed and utilized by DOIS and COR in the creation of pivot plans and other time
saving tools.
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By implementing and enforcing efficient street delivery procedures and lines of travel,
consistent realistic street delivery times can be determined and subsequent route
inspections will be reflective of actual street time required. This will ensure that post
FSS implementation savings are based on FSS and not on other operational changes. It
will also impact positively on current work hour savings and gasoline expenditures for
the Postal Service.
Resources:
Pivot Plan Job Aide
Data Collection Device (DCD) Street Activity Standardized Definitions
DOIS Web Based Training

AM SOP II
Certification
AM SOP II certification is based on meeting specific operational goals and a units ability
to pass an operational review of the processes and procedures that have proven successful
in meeting delivery unit goals. Some of these requirements are not easily attainable and
will require significant efforts on the part of local management to meet these
expectations. These efforts will be rewarded by the improved operation of the delivery
unit with a resulting focus on productivity and better customer service.
The current AM SOP II review and the Guidebook are available for download from the
City Delivery section on the HQ Delivery web page.

Maintaining Performance after Attaining Certification
The achievement of AM SOP II Certification is not the end of the road; it is a point that
should become the basis of a continuing evaluation of what has been done to get the unit
to this level and how does the unit maintain both its current level of performance and
make the continuous improvements that will drive the ultimate success of the Postal
Service. It has been our observation that most units that have met certification
requirements have failed to sustain the processes and performance levels they initially
achieved to meet certification resulting in a slide in performance. As a result, they are not
performing at the optimum level when FSS is deployed to their unit. This has resulted in
increased work hours, lost productivity and lost opportunities to capture the savings
associated with FSS. AM SOP certification reviews should be revisited periodically to
minimize this negative movement.

IOP and Transportation Compliance
A signed Integrated Operating Plan (IOP) must be in existence in order for the delivery
unit to be successful. Without timely, consistent mail arrival and an even flow of mail,
the delivery unit would see wild swings between clerical and carrier waiting time, and
late returning carriers from the street. This IOP has to be updated periodically as mail
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volume, mail flows and staffing issues arise. The IOP must be acceptable to both the
plant and the delivery unit and add value to both by spelling out expectations of both
operations. Thus, mail arrival times at the delivery unit, with percentages and anticipated
piece volumes must be committed to by the plant. Mail dispatch times, with significant
timely dispatches of properly prepared collection mail to the plant at a time critical to the
plant must be adhered to. Issues, both positive and negative, have to be reported in a
professional timely manner on a regular basis, preferably daily. Failure to comply with
the IOP can result in potentially serious service and financial issues to the Postal Service.
Resources:
Integrated Operating Plan (IOP)

Training
Local Management of FSS
Local management must be knowledgeable in basic delivery processes and use of
delivery management tools. The supervisor must be capable of timely input of DOIS
information and utilization of DOIS for management decision making. The use of a daily
delivery management check list is required. This check list insures that all required
reports and work are done timely in the order required by higher management and also to
assist the supervisor in properly managing the unit. A suggested check list is:
Sample Check List

Craft Training
It is critical that all craft employees be trained in the procedures necessary to be
successful. Standard operating procedures should be in place to assist craft employees in
understanding and implementing best practices. This includes ensuring that carriers
follow proper delivery procedures, both in the office and on the street. This would
include familiarizing carriers with collation techniques, observational review of work
habits and procedures. Ongoing service and safety talks are a vital part of this process.
For new employees, carrier academies provide training in proper procedures to new
employees, providing the processes and the curriculum are reviewed and adhered to.
The accuracy and proficiency of clerical employees in processing residual manual
volumes is critical in the reduced office time frames associated with FSS. It is important
that if scheme changes are occurring, the clerks receive any training time associated with
those scheme changes. This training time is mandated by the EL-912, National
Agreement between the USPS and the APWU, and specifically in the “Brush Up
Training“ Memorandum of Understanding, Section f.1, page 349. EL 912 The clerical
distribution supervisor should continue to conduct proficiency checks, and allow for
retaining and retesting as necessary.
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Proper Handling of Sequenced Mail Sets
Sequenced mail sets should be handled in the most efficient manner by the carriers on
their routes. The Postal Service has determined over time that casing this mail is not the
most efficient method and thus is not the preferred handling method. Any mail cased is
subject to the current standards for casing and pull down, and the presence of this mail
slows the carrier in the handling of residual volume which must be cased.
Curb delivery routes should take mailings that are complete sequenced sets directly to the
street and deliver them along with their other mail. The number of sets handled will vary
with the carriers mail volume, vehicle capacity and carrier ability. These sets should be
readily available in the front of the vehicle for the carrier to grasp and deliver with
minimal twisting and turning of the body, and should not be placed in a way to interfere
with the safe operation of the vehicle. If possible, the mail should be placed on the
sliding shelf of the vehicle.
Centralized delivery routes generally case mail to the arrow lock. The carrier should
either take the sequenced sets directly to the street, traying them up in the vehicle for
easier riffling. As the carrier parks at the serving location for each group of CBU’s, or
centralized delivery location, they would riffle through the sequenced set or sets and take
those pieces for delivery at that location. Do not handle this mail in the office, creating
rubber banded bundles or strapping out the sequenced pieces on centralized delivery
routes.
City delivery park and loop and foot routes are constrained by agreement between the
USPS and the NALC that the carrier will handle no more than three bundles when
delivering door deliveries. The Memorandum of Understanding concerning the
Approved FSS Work Methods of November 24, 2008 states:
•

City letter carriers serving park and loop or foot deliveries will not be required to
carry more than three bundles

•

In order to maintain three bundles on pre-sequenced mail days, letter carriers
serving park and loop or foot deliveries may only be assigned to either:
o Case residual mail, then collate with FSS mail while in the office (the presequenced bundle must meet the definition of a third bundle under the
Interpretative Step Agreement for case Q98N-4Q-C 001189552) or,
o Case residual mail, then collate with the pre-sequenced addressed mail
during pull down while in the office

•

When a simplified mailing is carried as a third bundle by city letter carriers
serving park and loop or foot deliveries, the simplified mailing will be placed on
the bottom of the appropriate bundle. In order to maintain three bundles in this
circumstance, residual mail and any pre-sequenced mail delivered that day will be
collated with the FSS mail.
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It is always preferential to collate mail of the same size and shape together, rather than
multiple sizes and shapes. Thus, flats would be collated together and letter sets would be
collated together. The local supervisor must determine what mail must be delivered on
any given day and what mail will be curtailed. When dealing with delivery environments
of frequent multiple sets, it is critical that management make these decisions and make
them known to all carriers to minimize or prevent unnecessary overtime or penalty
overtime. One consideration that management should keep in mind is that collation of an
additional set beyond an initial collate set adds some additional time, but less than the
total time required for collating one set. Thus, it may be advantageous to collate two flat
sets together with the residual mail during pull down rather than taking out two sets, one
on each consecutive day.
The preferred process of collation has been illustrated by the creation of a collation video.
This video should be available from each District Manager, Operations Programs Support
or through “Video on Demand”. The key to collation is to minimize the lifting and
twisting during the collation. A reasonable amount of each sequenced set (8 to 10 inches)
of mail should be placed on one end of the carrier case ledge, with the additional sets next
to them. The final set in collating should be that sequenced set that due to its specific
characteristics makes the best “outer wrapper”. The top piece from each pile would be
moved in turn under the next, eventually flipping the set of sequenced collated pieces into
a pile. When all mail for that relay has been collated, the carrier would band the relay
and place it into a tray kept at a convenient location on the case, or on the floor by the
case, or in the loading conveyance such as the parcel hamper.
Resources:
M39 121.18
M41 922.413
Approved FSS Work Methods MOU

Delivery Sortation Management Analysis Research Tool (DSMART)
DSMART is a web based application that is designed and maintained by Intelligent Mail
and Address Management. You must have an account in DSMART before you may use
it. This account is generated through the eAccess program with your manager’s
permission. Once your account is established, the application may be accessed at
http://dsmart.usps.gov.
DSMART has numerous functions which allow the user to improve their DPS
processing. These improvements carry over to FSS once it is turned on and are critical to
DPS and FSS success. These functions include: identifying potential missing delivery
points by zeroing in on out-of-sort bypass mail, identifying 11 digit bar coded mail that
does not match the records in the AMS DPF files, identifying no volume or low volume
delivery points, and conducting high rise analysis. This high rise analysis can determine
the percentage of 11 digit mail compared to Default mail versus an exact Zip-4 match for
high rise addresses. Also present is the function to create up to 20 alternate names for
business and “H” record addresses. This allows the machine to sort mail with these
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alternate names to the delivery point, saving further handling in processing and manually
by the carrier. By using the high rise analysis tool, customer notification letters can also
be generated that provide proper address specific information to the customer. This tool
should only be used in concurrence with your District AMS office. As this delivery
characteristic information is available only at the carrier and route level, it is
recommended that at least one supervisor per unit have DSMART access to keep this
information current.

Bundle Breaks
Both DPS and FSS allow for bundle breaks to be identified in the processed mail through
the use of bundle break cards. The machine would insert a bundle break card at the
specified locations to assist the carrier. These cards are very helpful, especially on park
and loop and business style routes. The cards allow quick extraction by the carrier of the
next mail group, pivots, or where it would be appropriate for curb routes to replenish the
mail. Similarly, office buildings and centralized mail boxes may be blocked out by the
use of bundle break cards.
On curb deliveries, locations identified are usually pivot point locations or safe locations
for the reloading of mail. These break points count towards the maximum number of
sortation addresses, so they should be used judiciously. This is especially true in rural
delivery, as the rural carrier is given credit for each of the bundle break cards, as well as
time to return them to a central location in the office for return to the plant. Therefore,
bundle break card use must be reviewed and approved by local management. This
review of the number of bundle breaks and their location is done in the WebEES tool.
DPS letter bundle break cards are available for purchase by the local postmaster through
the Boise Cascade contract and eBuy. Each unit must have at least two complete sets of
letter size cards for use by the plant. Each set should be of a different color for easy
identification. Once the cards are procured, easy apply labels are available for order from
In Plant Support. The labels must then be attached to the cards. The finished labeled
cards will only display a barcode. There is no addressing information on the cards that
will assist the carrier in assuring them that the mail is in order, nor is there any format
necessary to return the cards for processing other than the whole card set should be
returned at the same time. These cards must be returned to the plant each night so that
they will be available for use as DPS mail is run. A consistent, reliable process must be
established within each office to ensure that this is done. If bundle break locations are
indicated in the sort plan, FSS bundle break cards will be made available by the plant for
use.
Resource:
DPS quality tools
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Implementation of FSS
F4 Changes
The introduction of FSS has a significant impact on the Function 4 work load in an
affected office. Carrier routed bundles; both standard and periodical no longer arrive
from mailers or from the plant. These bundles generally arrived in APC’s, wiretainers,
half-gaylords or on pallets and had to be broken down by route and passed out in a timely
manner in accordance with both class of mail and time requested in-home dates. This
work was generally done in the afternoon or early morning based on scheduling and the
availability of non-scheme personnel. In a typical delivery unit, this work approximates
to eight hours per 30 carrier routes.
This mail now is diverted to the plant and mailers are informed of the new location of
drop off of mailer prepared and work share mailings. Most FSS delivery units will no
longer see this mail. Depending upon the mailing characteristics and the FSS work load,
machine compatible sequenced mailings may also be worked at the plant on FSS. It is
critical that the schedules of the employees who perform this work be reviewed to
determine what and when other critical tasks are being performed. It may be necessary to
change schedules; including days off, or eliminate positions where adequate work is not
available. This work has not been diverted, it no longer exists. In establishing clerical
positions post FSS, consider all types, including Part Time Regular, based on on-going
local needs.
When upgradeable mail is received at the delivery unit this mail should be returned to the
plant provided that the mail will not be delayed, nor would requested in home delivery
dates be missed. Each District must develop and each delivery unit must adhere to the
upgrade process, including using an MTEL placard to identify the mail container to be
upgraded, contacting the plant by phone and/or email to alert them to the incoming work
load and logging this information into a district bulleting board or log for problem
identification and trend analysis.
Resources:
08 Onsite Review/Exit Package
Programmable PS Form 1994
Proposed Reduction in Office Hours
SOP for back flowing mail

3999’s and Street Management
Once FSS has been implemented, local management must closely monitor the street
performance of all carriers, paying careful attention to those routes that experience a
significant change in street hours. Street supervision will become an even more critical
piece of a supervisor’s daily duties as a carrier’s workload shifts from office to street.
Local management may need the support of both the District and Area offices to
effectively perform 3999’s on routes in a timely manner. This support may include
12

creating a team of qualified individuals that will assist local management in the
completions of 3999’s. An office should plan to begin complete street reviews and DCD
3999’s on all routes between two and four weeks after FSS implementation. These 3999’s
will illustrate the time required for the carrier to carry the original route with also
handling FSS on the street. Once the FSS adjustment takes place, the completion of new
DCD 3999’s on all city routes should also be completed within the 60 day review period
for the adjustment.
Regular daily street supervision must become a part of each local manager’s daily
routine, including the Postmaster, in an FSS office. Effective street supervision must
include quantifiable documentation of any time wasting practice along with the
appropriate correction action and follow up to ensure compliance. Driver observations
(PS Form 4584) are to be completed as appropriate for each driver observed.
Resources:
Street Management

Station Inputs – WebEES
The use of Station Inputs through web Electronic Edit Sheet (WebEES) reduces the
amount of undeliverable mail that the carrier brings back from the street. This includes
both hold mail and mail from recent forwards. Most carriers prefer to bring back from
the street as little mail as possible. Thus, utilizing this program can add positively to
employee morale. By eliminating the need to take this mail to the street, it also reduces
potential damage on the street to the mail from inclement weather or other sources.
Access to and inputs to this system are limited to authorized users. There is generally
one primary person per zone with an assigned back up. Inputs are done based on the
situation in each local office. For an office with a high number of apartment deliveries
and holds, more frequent inputs may be necessary. Many other offices perform inputs
once or twice per week on a regular schedule.
Also input are special sort plans such as for Saturday closed businesses, holiday closed
businesses, and break cards needed at special locations such as park points, relay
locations, dangerous dogs or hardship dismounts. Break locations indicated should be
useful on a daily basis to any carrier delivering that route. The information input to
WebEES is available not only to DPS, but to FSS as well. Rather than the delivery office
providing the break cards as is done in DPS, initially the FSS break cards are provided as
part of the FSS deployment.
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Schedules
Potential Impacts
The implementation of FSS results in significant changes in carrier office time and
usually results with earlier departures by the carriers. The following issues are all
impacted by that fact.
With the implementation of FSS, proper clerical, carrier and supervisor schedules are
even more critical to the success of each unit. With the reduction of cased residual
volume workload, available earned office time is significantly reduced. This reduced
office time requires that all aspects of operations, both carrier and clerical function as
efficiently as possible to minimize waiting time.
Clerical staffing and scheduling must be revisited. In an FSS environment, clerical break
down and distribution of carrier routed mail is almost totally eliminated. Only nonmachineable sequenced sets must be distributed, and these are generally placed in the
carrier 1046 hamper. If the FSS is worked early, there will usually be one flat tub of First
Class flats from the AFSM to be distributed. The other flats historically received will be
included in the FSS mail, which is received on the CASTR and is not distributed to the
route. Due to reduced carrier office time, management should plan that 100 percent of all
cased mail be available and at the case upon carrier reporting. This will allow time for
the missorts to be reworked into the Hot Case prior to carrier departure. Parcel
distribution efforts must be completed prior to carrier leaving times, as well as
accountable distribution and sign out to the carriers.
There is some new clerical work content involved in FSS. For instance, the yellow trays
and CASTR’s must be turned around daily and sent to the plant on set trips. This is a
clerical function, and is generally done after the carriers have departed for the street,
emptying the incoming CASTR’s and freeing up the space for the empty yellow trays
from the previous delivery day.
Carrier office times in an FSS environment are generally reduced to no more than 90
minutes. Therefore, the flow of mail to them must be smooth and constant. If the mail is
not available, waiting time situations will be created. If the misthrows are not worked
promptly and efficiently, the carriers may have to wait, or they may leave prior to up
time, resulting in potential EXFC issues. Parcels and accountable must be available in a
consistent manner prior to the first carrier leaving time. This results in carrier reporting
times that are a function of the time the last working mail arrives, the normal amount of
working mail as agreed upon in the IOP, and the schemed clerical staffing available to
work it. Schedules which bring in the carriers too early result in frequent waiting time
situations which are not acceptable. This reporting time should apply to both rural and
city carriers in mixed offices, and is based on mail availability, clerical staffing,
transportation and anticipated work load..
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Resources:
M-39 122.1

Supervisory Scheduling
In an FSS environment, management focus is on minimizing carrier office time, and
expanding time spent on street management. With DPS percentages passing 90 percent
and with the implementation of FSS, earned office times can be less than one hour. This
allows for less time for the supervisor to count the mail and give direction to the carrier.
Until routes are adjusted to the reducing mail volume and to the FSS situation, the
supervisor will have to provide direction to the carrier to ensure that they have 8 hours
worth of work to perform. It will be critical for the supervisor to manage the carrier
operations that are performed out of the office, including vehicle inspection, loading and
street delivery, as these will be the areas where excess time could creep into the
operation. The introduction of FSS may increase carrier street time. As the carrier gains
familiarity with the work processes, this time should be reduced to minimal.
Many times, supervisor’s work hours are spent on error correction inputs into computers
system, TACS, DOIS, AVUS, etc. This is because rather than training employees and
holding them accountable for their own inputs, management simply provides corrections
and missing data. This results in ever-expanding error lists, reducing data system
integrity and expanding the supervisor’s computer work time required. The supervisor
must provide the expectation to their employees that they will make their own rings and
scans properly and hold them accountable for recording their work time correctly.
Resources:
M - 41, 112.23

Office Break
The contract allows for either two street breaks, or an office break and a street break.
The initial thought in many offices is that with the minimal office time now employed,
there is no need for an office break, and the NALC will move to modify the carrier option
to move to two street breaks. Practical experience has shown that having an office break
in the FSS environment can still be beneficial to the Postal Service. As office time is
reduced and compressed, it is very difficult for the clerical staff to accomplish all tasks in
the reduced timeframe. This includes making all residual and missort volumes available,
working parcels and SPRS timely, writing up accountables, and ensuring sequence sets
have been passed out as directed by management. The ten minutes in an office break can
end up being an extremely valuable time buffer. Without this buffer, the end result may
be excessive waiting time, unexpected delayed mail, and management loss of control.
(Note: the decision to change breaks is solely in the hands of the local NALC. If you
have an opportunity for input in this process, work with your NALC local to review the
impact of the office break, rather than simply eliminating it as a matter of course).
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Retail Business Delivery
Many retail business deliveries do not have permanent mail boxes established; rather the
carrier places any mail on a retail counter or hands it to the person behind the retail
counter. With FSS, the mail may be delivered earlier in the day since carriers are leaving
earlier for street duties. In some instances, the business may not be open for business and
the original delivery line-of-travel may not be appropriate. The preferred solution
recommended is for the carrier and local management to work to establish delivery to an
approved mail receptacle, such as a centralized delivery unit. This allows mail to be
delivered at any time, six days per week. It eliminates the need for multiple trips to find
the business open, and allows for the customer to access their mail at a time convenient to
them. Secondly, it eliminates the need for the carrier to walk with their satchel through
crowded store aisles, or for customer’s mail to be unattended on a counter while the clerk
is busy with customers.
Resources:
Central Delivery Guidelines

Waiting Time (F2 & F4)
Due to its negative financial impact, waiting time must be minimized. However, if
waiting time is present it should be documented through time recording systems and
reported through management reports to higher level management. Using the ETC,
Function 2 carriers would use operation 354, while in Function 4, clerks would use
operation 352. It is essential waiting time be analyzed to determine if it is a one time
occurrence or whether it is repetitive. When repetitive waiting time is discovered,
operational changes are necessary to prevent future reoccurrences. This may include
transportation changes, scheduled reporting changes, staffing modifications, etc.
Supervisors and managers must always temper their decisions with a view to minimizing
any potential waiting time, remembering that as waiting time expands to cover delivery
units, all carriers in a zone or unit may be impacted, greatly expanding the hours and
financial cost to the organization.
For example, if due to a clerical vacancy the accountable operation does not function
timely, all of the carriers in the unit served by that accountable operation will be delayed.
Management must therefore focus on providing an alternate worker or workers who can
process the accountable and get them to the carriers as soon as practical. Therefore,
operational decisions have to eliminate/control choke points by either through staffing
changes or through reduction of work load by back flowing qualified mail or through
curtailment. This illustrates the impact that clerical operations have on delivery. Without
an efficient timely clerical operation, the carriers cannot proceed to the street with the
required mail or at the required time.
Resources:
Standby Operation 354
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FSS Work Methods
Vehicle Inspection
The inspection of the vehicles by the carriers is a critical item that must be performed so
that sufficient time is provided to allow for the quick repair of any deficiencies found.
This time frame varies from office to office based on their local response time and the
availability of these quick repair services. We do not want to have the carriers wait, nor
do we wish them to take unsafe vehicles on the street, nor do we want the local
supervisor to constantly juggle daily vehicle assignments to utilize vehicles on routes that
are uncovered or being delivered in a later time frame.
Therefore, in an FSS environment, vehicle inspection should be performed as soon as the
carriers report. By going together, they can assist each other by buddying up in the
checking of turn signals and brake lights. This procedure should be supervised by local
management to prevent unnecessary expansion of time.
Vehicle inspection must be done daily. This is due to the periodic failure of bulbs, the
possibility of overnight fluid leakage and the overnight failure of tires. Any defective
items or identified problems should be written up on PS Form 4569, and deposited by the
carrier in a standardized central location. These repair tags are then reported to the
authorized repair facility. Failure to inspect places the carrier as well as our customers at
risk. Local management must observe and monitor the vehicle inspection process. The
carrier time spent in this function must be minimized, and as stated, it is critical that a
thorough vehicle inspection be conducted. This is not an extra break time or an unofficial
smoking break, but a critical function which must be performed.
Resources:
M-41 832.1, 842.1

Loading
Carrier loading is a period in time where many offices experience loss of control and a
reduction in efficiency, resulting in wasted work hours. As such, delivery supervisors
must monitor carrier loading on a daily basis, both in the office and on the loading
dock/parking lot.
A standardized loading procedure, localized for each office should be established by local
management. As office set up, distances traveled, normal volume, availability and type
of carrier equipment varies from office to office, national SOP adherence may not be
efficient. Ideally, each carrier uses their parcel hamper to load their mail into, making
one trip to the vehicle for loading. The carrier would level out the parcels within the
hamper creating a surface for the loading of trays of residual mail. The trays would be
stacked securely in the hamper, and the hamper moved to the DPS rack and FSS CASTR.
DPS trays should be in APC’s with each route occupying its own stack on an APC shelf.
The DPS and then the FSS would be placed in such a manner as to not to shift during
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movement to the vehicle. Care should be taken by the carrier in removing trays from the
CASTR. Proper lifting techniques should be used, and a hydraulic feature of the top
shelf allows it to be tilted for easy tray removal. If a 1046 hamper is not used for parcels,
or if volume is very heavy, this piece of equipment may not be available, and/or the
parcel hamper may not be adequate requiring two trips.
During loading, carriers must not route out parcels in the office or in the hamper. Parcels
are to be routed only in the back of the vehicle as part of loading them into the vehicle.
The loading conveyance used must be selected in conjunction with the volume of mail to
be loaded, with an Item 1046 spring-loaded hamper preferred. Using smaller
conveyances such as U-carts forces the carrier to use multiple trips and expand loading
time. DPS and FSS must also be loaded into the conveyance; individual trips for such
mail are not authorized. As the FSS CASTR is generally shared between routes and is
not designed for rolling over rough services, it is not to be used as a loading conveyance.
In acquiring the FSS flats, the carrier should consult the manifest, which should be posted
prominently near the FSS mail. During loading, the conveyance is to be pushed from the
rear of the container rather than pulled.
Once outside the building, the supervisor should ensure that mail is loaded in such a way
to be efficient while also protecting the mail from the elements as much as possible.
While mail for curb routes and centralized delivery boxes served directly from the
vehicle is loaded in the front compartment on the sliding shelf, mail for park and loop
routes and centralized box units (CBU’s) is loaded in the rear of the vehicle and worked
from the rear by the carrier. This minimizes the twisting and turning motions required by
loading or unloading mail from the front of the vehicle through the driver compartment.
The vehicle must not be left idling during loading, nor should the carrier smoke, eat,
drink or talk excessively during the loading process. Once loading is finished, the carrier
should secure the conveyance in the required location and depart immediately for the
street. The carrier must make any appropriate scans as required.
Resources:
M39 125 Loading Carrier Vehicles

Long Life Vehicle (LLV) Stowage System
Reserved
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Park and Loop/Foot Routes
The FSS work methods utilized by city carriers on park and loop or foot routes are
defined by the Memorandum of Understanding signed on November 24, 2008. This
memorandum specifies the following work methods on park and loop and foot routes:
•

City letter carriers serving park and loop or foot deliveries will not be required to
carry more than three bundles.

•

When a simplified mailing is carried as a third bundle, the simplified bundle will
be placed on the bottom of the appropriate bundle. In order to maintain three
bundles, the residual mail and any pre-sequenced mail present would be collated
on pull down with the FSS mail. This would be accomplished by placing the FSS
tray on the case ledge, and collating the residual mail and any pre-sequenced mail
into the FSS mail during the pull down process for the residual mail.

•

In order to maintain three bundles on pre-sequenced mail days (when the presequenced bundle meets the definition of a third bundle under the interpretive
Step agreement for case Q98N-4Q-C 00189552), letter carriers may either:
o Case the residual mail in the case, then pull down the residual mail and
collate it into the FSS mail, with each successive FSS tray placed on the
carriers case ledge, or
o Case the residual mail, and then collate it upon pull down with the presequenced addressed mail bundles while in the office. The pre-sequenced
mail bundles(s) would be placed on one end of the ledge, with the finished
collated mail bundle placed next to it. Each bundle would be banded and
trayed as it is created.

Refer to the MOU for further information. It is available in the appendix to this
document.

Foot Routes
Foot routes have special rules for office work that apply to them and not other route
types. Foot routes must handle their mail in the office is such a way as to maintain no
more than 3 bundles on the street, yet pull down in such a way that a second carrier may
drop off their relays at set locations for them. Over time, foot routes have changed from
pulling down into sacks to pulling down into flat trays. For some business deliveries, the
carrier may need to manage the mail stream to create a single bundle to facilitate delivery
on the street. The very nature of strapping out foot routes requires that DPS and FSS
mail be available to the carrier at their case. It is important that the carrier simply works
the mail into each relay as appropriate. The supervisor must work closely with the carrier
to review and approve the work procedures used. It is recommended that these
procedures be documented and maintained in the carrier’s route book to minimize future
misunderstandings with replacement carriers.
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Other Types of Deliveries
Carriers delivering other types of deliveries are to use the most efficient method of
delivery. Generally, this will be taking the FSS mail as an additional bundle, and
handling it at each delivery point. For curb delivery, this would mean fingering the FSS
mail extracted from the FSS tray sitting on the sliding tray in the front of the vehicle. Do
not stack the FSS trays in the front off the vehicle. Rather, the carrier may tighten up the
mail in the FSS trays, minimizing the number of trays necessary to be loaded into the
front of the vehicle.
For centralized deliveries, this would usually mean that the bundle of mail for each arrow
lock would be taken to the box location, and fingered and delivered at that point.
For routes with centralized delivery, bundle break cards should be utilized. For routes
with very large apartment buildings or cluster box groupings, a firm grouping may add
value. Each route should be reviewed and decisions made on individual merit. For
example, if a route has a high number of curb and centralized boxes that are not
dismounts, treating the route as mounted may be a proper and efficient approach. If
alternate approved methods are tried, they should be timed and the results discussed with
the carrier.
Business routes should be approached based on the type of delivery present. If the
business is served by walking or dismounting, the mail must be prepared and ready for
delivery, while centralized delivery may be handled at the arrow lock as are their
centralized deliveries. Local management should actively direct and approve the delivery
method decided upon.

PM Carrier SOP
While the carrier is on the street delivering mail, they identify mail that is undeliverable.
This mail includes forwards from the DPS and FSS, 3M mail from the DPS/FSS
including missents, missorts and missequenced, misdelivered mail returned by the
customer, undeliverable mail such as refused and “Unknown” and collection mail. This
mail should be isolated by the carrier into various bundles as they identify it on the street.
The carrier should have a container for collection mail where all such mail is placed. As
an example, when delivering a curb route, the carrier would toss the collection mail in the
container as it is recovered from each individual mail box on the route; if a park and loop
route, the carrier would isolate this mail in the satchel, and toss the collection mail in
after each relay. Some offices use what is referred to as a “sculch tray” for 3M mail.
This is simply a tray that has been converted into multiple compartments by the insertion
of internal dividers. They are either made locally or are available through companies
such as Postal Products Inc.
When the carrier returns to the office at the end of their day, they must be efficient in
their actions to minimize any PM office time. They should immediately deposit any
collection mail and get cleared of any accountables or 3849’s signed. If DPS letter
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bundle break cards are used, these are to be deposited at the time of clearance in a tray
staged at a designated location. Letter and flat bundle break cards are to be kept separate.
Handle FSS bundle break cards as designated in the current SOP. Left Notice and
returned parcels would be deposited in an appropriate container. A well set up office will
have convenient containers set up on the carrier’s line of travel from the door they come
in from the parking lot. The carrier will place any 3M mail, including 3M flats, in the
corresponding slot in the 3M case in the office. 3M letters and flats should be placed by
the carrier in separate sections. An additional case is not required if space is available in
the existing 3M case. Empty equipment such as DPS trays would be deposited by the
carrier in an appropriate container for return to the plant. Empty FSS trays would be
stacked for insertion into empty CASTR’s the following day. The carrier would deposit
any identified forwardable mail, if a later dispatch of such mail to CFS is scheduled. Any
undeliverable mail is returned to the carrier case for further handling. Unless specifically
authorized, this handling is done the following morning upon arrival of the carrier.
The PM flow of work should be documented locally in a Standard Operating Procedure
(SOP) and placed in the carrier’s route book. This should be referred to periodically in
management talks to the carriers to ensure their compliance. Periodically, the supervisor
should make personal observations on the work room floor and the dock to ensure that
the SOP is being followed and that excessive time is not being used. If the carriers PM
office time exceeds 5 minutes per route, further observation by local management must
be made. Based on these observations, management may provide direction to individual
carriers, redirect clerical resources if clearance times are improper or modify the SOP
based on those observations. When due to circumstances PM casing is authorized, it
must be done under the direct supervision of a supervisor. If expected standards are not
being met, the PM casing operation should be stopped.
Resources:
City Carrier SOP
M-39 127

Route Adjustments
Preparation
All FSS sites must pass an AM-SOP II review prior to conducting route adjustments in
the office. All DOIS data should be validated as correct and complete. Carriers carrying
Park and Loop or Foot Deliveries must be required to carry no more than three bundles.
Carriers must demonstrate proficiency at carrying these bundles on the street prior to any
adjustment. Carriers with Park and Loop/Foot routes receiving FSS are to utilize the
proper work methods required for use with FSS such as collation of sequenced sets rather
than casing. The approved FSS work method should be established and in place and
documented in the carriers route book.
The use of COR for determining route adjustments is preferred. This is due to the
significant reduction of work hours in determining the adjustment package, as well as the
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efficiencies gained through the computer generated line of travel. In many sites where
routes were adjusted employing COR, additional savings have been realized. If COR is
to be utilized for adjustments, it is imperative the COR Data preparation be completed in
advance of FSS. All routes must have an accurate, current and entire route 3999
completed by district trained personnel available through DOIS.

Office Evaluation/Mail Count
A one (1) month analysis of a representative volume period will be used to determine a
reference volume. It is also critical to conduct a volume analysis of DOIS volumes to
validate that volumes are properly counted and input correctly. Volumes to be reviewed
include cased letters, cased flats and DPS.
After the implementation of FSS (no later than thirty (30) days), the unit (carriers) will
complete a 6 day volume count to determine the current percentages for DPS and FSS.
EOR data will be used when available and only linearly measured mail would be
physically counted. Data will be collected on: Cased Letters, Cased Flats, DPS, and FSS.
This volume count will determine:
The new average volume used to develop the evaluated office time. The current
percentages for cased letters, cased flats, DPS and FSS will be applied to the
representative period average volume to determine the new:
• Average Cased Letters
• Average Cased Flats
• Average DPS Letters
• FSS Flats
The new evaluated office time will be set at standard (18/8/70), with a base minimum
Fixed Office Time of 33 minutes per route (43 minutes if the unit has an office break
option including the 5 minutes for lines 8-13) for the new office time. Any route that
does not have a vehicle assigned would have three (3) less minutes in their Fixed Office
Time.

Street Evaluation
A current 3999 that was completed after FSS implementation will be used for the
representative street time if there is no choice indicated.

Route Adjustment Process Utilizing COR
Once a 5-Digit zone has completed their COR database preparation, the zone can be used
to adjust city carrier routes. Data from a route inspection and/or evaluated time as
defined above or data from historical files is transferred from DOIS into the COR system.
Volumes by sector/segment are also entered by importing DOIS files and by inputting the
data from a VDC DPS Density Report with End of Run (EOR) data. Once all of the data
is received, the route adjustment process can take place.
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The first set of algorithms in COR divides the territory based on the goal set by the user.
The actual service time for the delivery territory is utilized and routes are grouped and
configured to encourage continuity and balance. Once the generated routes are presented,
the user has the option to make changes based on a number of preferences. When all the
routes are balanced to the user’s requirements, the second set of algorithms is utilized to
develop the safest and most efficient Line of Travel (LOT). A travel path is completed
for each route and the zone adjustment is completed once all of the routes are balanced to
as close to eight hours as possible.
The COR Route Adjustment Process is as follows:
a. Follow the FSS COR Route Adjustment Checklist which is available on
the COR web page under City Delivery on USPS Blue. COR link
b. Import DOIS route examination files including the current PS 3999 data.
Enter route examination data from the DPS EOR and/or volume data from
a route count or historical average data whichever method is being
utilized. Depending on the method utilized, data input should take
approximately 3-8 hours for the whole zone.
c. The process for the generation of routes is completed after all data is input
in the system. This process should take 1-5 hours including the use of the
Transfer Tool for manual route modifications.
d. Lines of Travel on all routes in the zone must be completed. Depending
on the makeup of the zone, the number of routes, and the nature of the
territory, this process should take approximately 30 minutes to 2 hours per
route.
e. Export to DOIS is the final step in the adjustment. This process takes less
than one hour.
A Checklist for Database Preparation and a Checklist for Route Adjustment should be
printed and utilized for each 5-Digit zone while completing the actual process. This
ensures that crucial steps will not be missed. The Checklist also provides a guide to each
step and the order in which they should be performed.
Once the COR route adjustment data is received by DOIS, the district policy for
implementing route adjustments is in effect. The exact same policy that applies to other
adjusted zones applies to COR adjusted delivery zones.
The usual process is for the data to be forwarded to AMS. The “refresh” takes place in
San Mateo and is sent back to DOIS. (Note: COR adjusted zones often contain more
scheme item changes than a regularly adjusted zone because fracturing in a zone is
eliminated and routes are adjusted to be compact and contiguous).
The tentative date for implementation is decided by the district. All district policies and
procedures for changing cases, labels, etc. are followed. District policies are also
followed on the day of implementation.
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Because COR adjusted zones often contain more scheme changes and route changes than
zones adjusted by other methods, an effort should be made to complete an accurate, entire
route PS Form 3999. This effort should be done by district trained data collectors using
DCD’s and should be started no later than two weeks after the adjustment is put into
effect.
Another aspect of COR that will assist supervisors is the Line of Travel Report. This
report is generated from the COR software, and it defines the exact travel path the carrier
should follow on the street. It also reports the cumulative time for each sector segment.
That information allows street supervisors to look at the Clock Out time for the carrier
and the Cumulative Time column to determine exactly where the carrier should be at the
time street supervision is scheduled. The COR LOT Report will not be usable for a route
if additional sequencing is needed after the zone is sent to DOIS.
Periodic street supervision should be conducted on all COR adjusted routes. In addition,
relays should be reviewed periodically to determine if volumes are approximately as
indicated by COR.
Once the 60 day implementation period has passed, the FSS Implementation MOU
(signed 9/11/2007) calls for a review to ensure that all routes are as near to eight hours as
possible: additionally the MOU calls for routes out of adjustment to be adjusted in
accordance with provisions in the M-39 or a locally agreed upon formula.
Using actual route information and actual volume data should result in accurately
adjusted city carrier routes when using COR. If a major amount of territory has been
removed or added to a carrier’s route, the route should be reviewed more frequently to
ensure that the 8-hour goal is met. This can be done through the review of relay volumes
and street supervision.
It is expected that a COR adjustment will result in a reduction of work hours, vehicle
mileage, and fuel use because the optimization of a zone creates more compact and
contiguous routes. Eliminating unnecessary mileage and unneeded park points and relays
should result in reduced work hours and vehicle fuel costs.
Current data shows that routes adjusted using COR result in a reduction of 17 additional
minutes over other adjustment methods. Vehicle mileage and fuel costs are reduced by
approximately 12%. After the initial learning curve on the adjusted carrier zone, work
hours should improve to both SPLY and Plan.
Once a 5-Digit zone is completed in database prep, the zone can be used to adjust city
carrier routes. Data from a route inspection or from historical files is transferred from
DOIS into the COR system. Volumes by sector/segment are also entered by importing
DOIS files and by inputting the data from a DPS End of Run (EOR) report. Once all of
the data is received, the route adjustment can take place.
The first set of algorithms in COR divides the territory based on the goal set by the user.
The actual service time for the delivery territory is utilized and routes are grouped and
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configured to encourage continuity and balance. Once the generated routes are presented,
the user has the option to make changes based on a number of preferences. When all the
routes are balanced to the user’s requirements, the second set of algorithms is utilized to
develop the safest and most efficient Line of Travel (LOT). A travel path is completed
for each route and the zone adjustment is completed once all of the routes are balanced to
as close to eight hours as possible.
DOIS may also be used to generate suggested route adjustment alternatives. Before you
begin to create scenarios in DOIS, the following items should be readily available as
references and tools for your use to help you as you adjust your routes:
•
Current Zone Map color coded by route
•
A blank Zone Map with a plastic overlay you can draw on
•
Copies of all route edit sheets
•
Copies of all 3999’s
As you work through various scenarios, carriers can be a great source of information
about their route.
Resources:
COR Route Adjustment
Minor Adj Chklst-3999 Times, Alt Office Method
Minor Adj Chklst-3999 Times, Office Extr M39
Minor Adj Chklst-Str & Office Factors M39
Minor Adj Chklst-Str Factors, Alt Office Method
FAQ’s

Carrier Consultations
Even though it is not stated in the MOU, management still has an obligation to consult
with carriers concerning potential changes to their route. All preliminary consultations
need to cover the initial route evaluation and how the evaluation was determined by
management. Secondly, the carrier’s opinion is solicited concerning what the carrier
feels is a fair adjustment. While management has no obligation to use the carriers input,
under no circumstances should it be disparaged or belittled publicly. Most carriers will
provide input that can be useful, but it is up to management under the FSS adjustment to
determine how best to adjust the entire zone.
Additionally, the carrier must be consulted when the adjustment process has been
finalized. The supervisor should explain the changes to their route and why some
changes were made based on the overall needs of the office. This is the last opportunity
for the carrier to provide his perspective and apply his knowledge of the route and its
customers to the proposed changes. It is not unusual for some carriers to disagree with
the adjustments, but we must ensure that they understand what changes will take place
and when they will be effective.
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Clerical schedule changes
With the implementation of FSS, a significant change in the clerical work load occurs.
All automation compatible carrier route flat bundles, both periodical and standard are
diverted to the FSS equipment at the plant. USPS published mail flows are modified so
that this type of mail is not even presented at the local unit. This mail is usually received
on afternoon as well as morning dispatches, and must be staged and broken down by
route. The mail is then passed out to the carriers so that the supervisor may count it.
In an FSS environment, none of this work exists. Generally, there is no afternoon receipt
of mail from the plant; only sequenced sets may be available for distribution. Instead, the
flats arrive from the plant on CASTR’s as part of the morning dispatch. The carriers take
their mail directly from this equipment and load it onto their loading conveyance and take
it directly to their delivery vehicle. Therefore, local management must revisit their
clerical schedules, cross footing historical work loads with FSS environment work loads
and expectations, and rewrite them based on the changed work load.
Clerical schedule adjustments must be made in conjunction with the implementation of
FSS. Route adjustments will occur some period of time after FSS stabilizes for the unit.
Clerical schedules must be adjusted to the new arrival times and mail flows prior to
scheduling routes to be adjusted. If clerk schedules are not properly adjusted prior to the
week of count and inspections, it could result in sub-optimized route adjustments.
Resources:
08 Onsite Review/Exit Package
Programmable PS Form 1994

Clerical scheme re-training
When schemes changes occur due to adjustments necessary to capture FSS savings, this
can have a significant impact on the office. When scheme changes do occur, the scheme
clerks will be required to learn these changes and implement them while pitching manual
mail. Clerks are authorized one hour of scheme training for every 16 scheme items
changed. The minimum number of scheme items changed requiring management to
provide scheme training hours is 33 scheme items. The goal is for the clerk to be
proficient in the new scheme on the day the scheme change goes into effect or as soon as
possible thereafter. This training can be in the form of creating learning aids or scheme
boards, and is not necessarily silent studying of the new scheme. There are many
different ways in which different clerks prefer to learn scheme changes, it is critical to
make time available for the clerks, as well to provide the new scheme well in advance of
the effective date.
Most scheme changes go into effect on Saturday after the carriers have departed for the
street. This allows the required changes, such as new labels in carrier cases, as well as
distribution case changes to be made on Saturday afternoon, rather than Monday
morning. One change that will take time is for mailers to change the mail in carrier route
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presort bundles and sequenced sets. Postal regulations allow for these mailers to take up
to several months to change their mailing lists. The mailer is responsible for sorting the
mail under the latest bimonthly Carrier Route File scheme. It is recommended that the
office contact sequenced mailers and inform them of the scheme change and its effective
date. Many mailers are willing to take the time and expense to update their lists earlier
than required, as long as the correct information is provided to them. Generally, one
example of this cooperation is Red Plum.
As soon as possible, preferably within a week after the implementation of the scheme
change, it is important to review the change to ensure that there are no lagging problems.
Are there any streets or street segments that were not included in the adjustment package?
Is there any variance in the published scheme and the route adjustment paperwork? Is the
new scheme information supplied to the mailers consistent with the route adjustment
package? These answers can best be supplied by meeting with the lead distribution
clerks to determine what mail they are receiving and to review all scheme documents.
Resources:
Handbook EL-912 Article 37

AMS flagging CDS files
Mailers are informed of changes in sequenced and carrier route mailings through AMS
products, particularly the Computerized Delivery Sequence File. This file is utilized by
the mailing companies either on a weekly or bi-monthly update basis. Weekly users
should update their addressing files every week as they are updated by AMS. For bimonthly users, AMS flags the files to alert them that a change has occurred in a specific
ZIP Code file, to allow them to pull those files early and update their products.
Resource:
DMM245

Plant/AMS/Delivery/Maintenance Coordination
It is critical that communications channels be kept open and that the various aspects of
the route adjustment must be coordinated between the various operational groups. The
Operations Programs group will be in charge of approving the adjustment package and
determining the effective date. The Address Management office will provide edit books,
scheme lists and case labels that will be necessary for the local office to effect the
adjustment. The local delivery office must review these immediately to make sure that
all delivery segments are accounted for, the edit books show the proper street delivery
order and the scheme lists provided the clerks are complete and accurate.
In-Plant Support and the MDO office must be in the loop on the route adjustment. In
Plant Support must build the new sort plans and load them into the equipment in a timely
manner. On the agreed upon date, the new sort plan must be activated and the mails run
under the new sort plan. It is critical that all automated machines processing mail be
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aware of the route adjustment and be ready to implement at the same time. This includes
the DPS operation, the AFSM flat operation and the FSS operation. As the contractor
may still be involved with the sort plans for the FSS machine, additional time to prepare
and load the sort plan may be required. Timely telecons with the plant will help prevent
any sort plan failures.
Maintenance must also be aware of the sort plan change and be prepared to provide any
support needed. This may be the addition or removal of case wings or cases. Any
equipment excessed should be handled according to the current SOP and made available
for further postal use, provided the equipment meets the criteria. It may be necessary to
install case lights or provide drop cords if significant modifications to the existing floor
plan are required.
The VMF must be made aware if there are changes in the number of vehicles required to
provide delivery services. If vehicles are excessed, they should be returned to the VMF
for other postal use as soon as possible. Consider all operational needs, including
collections and recurring auxiliary assistance required prior to the excessing submission.
On the day of the adjustment, AVUS must be modified to allow for the new authorized
mileage, and to remove excessed vehicles from the report. This must be coordinated with
the District AVUS Coordinator.
The coordination of all these effort is critical to the success of the route adjustment.
Failure to discuss this effort with all parties and create a comprehensive plan, agreed to
and understood by all will lead to increased office and street time as well as the wastage
of postal resources and the failure to provide good service to our customers.

Post FSS Adjustments
Identification of Issues
Once the adjustments are effective, management must review every route to ensure all
issues are identified and corrected as quickly as possible. Hopefully, the review process
prior to adjustments will identify and correct most if not all issues, but we must be
prepared to deal with those items that have slipped through the reviews. Among the items
to look for include: segments on wrong routes; segments out of proper route sequence;
segments in the incorrect delivery order. Most carriers will assist in identifying these and
other issues on the first day of the adjustments. Management must review as needed and
make the necessary corrections. These corrections may require the assistance of
Operations Programs Support staff, Address Management Support staff, In-Plant Support
staff and the FSS coordinator.

3999s
As is the case any time you make territorial changes to routes, a new complete day PS
Form 3999 must be completed using the DCD and then loaded on the DOIS mainframe.
The new 3999 helps management validate the street time from the review plus identify
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any lingering issues from the adjustment (internal delivery line of travel, travel to /from
the routes etc. that need to be corrected.) Additionally, observations made during the
completion of the 3999 helps identify any time wasting practices or other performance
issues that may be impacting the carrier’s street performance. It should also identify
safety issues such as U-turns, left hand turns, backing and other unsafe conditions
including poor road conditions, vision obscuring vegetation, etc.
The new 3999 also establishes a base line for daily street time expectations. Therefore it
is critical that the 3999 be completed following the approved line of travel, with the
carrier following approved postal procedures. Conducting 3999’s on days with
sequenced sets can help set a maximum street time for the route with the carrier. It is
expected that with the implementation of FSS, that even though you have probably
reduced the number of routes, you still need an accurate 3999 to be conducted for all your
routes. Therefore, you may have to solicit assistance from your District and Area
operations staff to help you ensure that all 3999’s are completed timely. The FSS MOU
calls for a 60 day review after implementation of an adjustment package. A critical item
to be aware of is that route adjustments cannot be made in DOIS unless there is a current,
complete 3999 uploaded for each route in the office. If you need to make adjustments
based on the 60 day review, then you must ensure that all routes have a new current 3999
on the DOIS main frame.

Office Performance Verification (USPS Form 1838c)
One method available to validate a carrier’s office performance is the use of a one day
mail count using PS Form 1838c. Properly completed, this process can validate a
carrier’s performance and provide documentation on any performance issues identified
by the reviewer. This one day count may be performed by any postal manager. Local
management has a contractual obligation to provide a one day prior notice to the carrier
that a mail count will be conducted. It is suggested that all letter and flat mail sources
other than DPS and FSS be manually counted, due to the possibility of NLM bundles
being mixed with manual mail during the distribution process. The management
reviewer is responsible for recording all times and data on the 1838c. Managers should
strive to conduct at least one one-day 1838c count on every route which was affected by
the FSS adjustment process.
Local management needs to review the form to identify performance issues as well as the
comments and observations provided by the reviewer. Carrier’s who have performance
issues should be re-counted after they have been informed of issues identified and given
the opportunity to correct these deficiencies. Continued poor performance should be
identified as part of the 60 day review including any corrective actions associated with
their performance. Depending on your situation, you may need to solicit assistance from
your Area and /or District Support staff in order to complete all of the one-day counts
required in your office in a timely manner.
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Updating DOIS
Task List
Any time you make route adjustments there will be several features in DOIS that must be
updated. For some of these items, you will need to update them yourself or you will need
to verify that the system automatically did the update.
Following implementation of route adjustments perform the following tasks. Click on
the hyperlink for more information and instructions on how to perform each task.
Update Route Base Information if it has not already been done. Having accurate base
information is critical to accurate projected leave and return times, accurate pivot plans,
and MSP scheduled scans.
If the locations of non-delivery points have changed, update them in WebEES or through
AMS first. Update Non-Delivery point information for collections, dismounts, park
points, and relay boxes as needed in DOIS. .

Pivot Plans
After loading the new 3999, you should re-do your pivot plan even if this means recreating the same pivot groupings you currently use. This is because when you re-do the
pivot plan, it bases the time on the most current 3999 on the mainframe. This enables
your pivots to match the current route time and structure.
Recreate pivot plans to provide updated pivot groups and nearby routes for pivoting.
A new Pivot Plan must be created in order for post-adjustment route structures to take
effect. Implementing an adjustment will not automatically update the routes’ Pivot Plans.
The pivot plan logical group street times come from the actual PS Form 3999 street times
prorated back to base street time to account for any route adjustments. These pivot plan
times will also be used when calculating revised MSP scheduled times.

MSP Scan Points
As you move territory around through adjustments and change lines of travel, you may
end up with MSP Scan Points not near the beginning or end of the route, very close to
each other in time on the adjusted route or left a large gap on a route with no scan point
within several hours of delivery time or possibly even have too many scan points on a
route. Therefore, MSP Scan Points should be reviewed to ensure proper coverage on the
routes. All changes must be made by the District DOIS/MSP Coordinator and requested
through that office.
Update DOIS MSP Information and request new labels as needed.
Review the number of MSP scan points, scan point locations, and update as needed. In a
route adjustment, ensure that adjusted routes have at least 7 scan points in MSP before
saving. If you don’t add them and do not save, DOIS drops the route completely from
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MSP and all 7 points will have to be added in the future. 3999’s (allied street time) and
pivot plans (sector segment times prorated back to base street time) both affect MSP scan
times.
A 3999 must reside on the mainframe and a pivot plan must be created from it. The
allied time from the 3999 is used to calculate the office MSP scheduled scan times and
the pivot plan will be used for the street scheduled scan times. Data from a 3999 will not
be used to recalculate MSP Scheduled times until a pivot plan is re-saved for that route.
At that time, the system will retrieve data from the most recent Full or Day of Inspection
3999.
Therefore, you can upload as many 3999s as you like and edit the data as needed, and
MSP will not be affected until the pivot plan is re-saved.
It is recommended that new scan point labels be requested for each route that was
adjusted. In this manner, any existing damaged labels will be replaced, and the
supervisor can verify the validity of the schedule as well as the logic of the placement
site.

PS Form 1564- A
PS Form 1564 - A contains the delivery information and instructions for a route. It
displays information about the route’s regular carrier, delivery method(s), type of route
and locations of collection points, relay boxes, and park and loop stops. A route’s
transportation and vehicle information as well as lunch and break locations are also
displayed on this form. Replacement carriers use this form when they are assigned to a
route they are unfamiliar with. In addition, delivery unit supervisors use this form as a
reference to review the general information for a particular route.
You will need to verify the new route 1564a’s for line of travel to and from the routes,
changes in park points, collection points, relay boxes, lunch and break locations. Ensure
that any requested lunch locations are on the line of travel, or relatively near the line of
travel. Break locations should be totally separate from lunch, and on the line of travel.
Print an updated 1564-A and post it in the Route Book.
Once verified and approved, make sure a signed copy is placed in the carrier’s route
book.

Automated Vehicle Utilization System (AVUS)
As part of the adjustment process, the office may lose or gain delivery vehicles. Any
vehicles that are removed from routes have to be deleted from AVUS, while any new
routes and vehicles have to be added. If routes are eliminated and vehicles are made
excess to the needs of the office, these vehicles should be removed from the office as
soon as practical. The VMF should be notified as to the availability for pick up of these
vehicles, so that it may be accomplished on the implementation date of the eliminated
routes.
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If vehicle assignments have shifted due to the effort to equalize mileage, any changes on
assigned vehicle must be done in AVUS. The new authorized mileage on each route
should be entered into the maintenance screen in AVUS. As a result of the bidding
process, change driver names as carriers shift to other routes.

Carrier Transport and Loading
The methods and transport equipment carriers use to load their vehicle can have a
dramatic effect on street time and overall performance. Carriers need to be supervised to
ensure they are using only efficient work methods. Generally loading is done in the
wheeled conveyance that the parcels are distributed into, usually a 1046 Hamper. They
are to utilize authorized loading equipment only. (Utility carts and CASTRs are NOT
authorized loading equipment). Loading trips must be minimized. City carriers are not
to review or line out their parcels in delivery order in the office. They are to level out the
parcel load to create a flat surface for transporting mail trays. They are to load the
remainder of the mail on top of the parcels in the most efficient manner. Ensure that
carriers are using the minimum number of trips to safely load their vehicle and that they
are not moving vehicles within the parking lot when it is not necessary in order to load.
Make sure that carriers load their mail so that the mail is organized within the vehicle.
Curb routes would load their mail to be worked from the front sliding shelf. Make sure
that the shelf is adjusted to be reached easily by the driver. DPS trays may be placed in
the left front wheel well by curb routes utilizing LLV’s without tray stowage systems.
The remaining trays and parcel should be placed in such a way as to be easily reached by
the driver sitting in the driver’s seat. Park and Loop routes (residential and business) are
worked from the rear of the vehicle.
Review the lay out of your parking lot and ensure that you carefully plan the parking
assignments of all routes and their delivery vehicles. If this is a mixed city and rural
delivery office, if possible honor the commitments to the rural carrier’s vehicles as they
are paid by time and distance. Design your layout to allow the carrier to load at their
parking location – carriers should not move their vehicles to load or unload unless
delivery vehicle parking is in a remote parking facility.

Station Input – WebEES
Station Input (WebEES) is a web based application that is used by each local office to
input current hold information, recent forwards and alternate sort plans for holidays and
special events. This minimizes the amount of DPS and FSS mail returned as
undeliverable by the carrier. The location of bundle break cards for both DPS and FSS
mail is dictated by this software.
Access to and inputs to this system are limited to authorized users. There is generally
one primary person per zone with an assigned back up. Inputs are done based on the
situation in each local office. For an office with a high number of apartment deliveries
and holds, more frequent inputs may be necessary. Many other offices perform inputs
once or twice per week on a regular schedule.
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Also input are special sort plans such as for Saturday closed businesses, holiday closed
businesses, and break cards needed at special locations such as natural breaks, park points
and relays or hard ship dismounts. Break locations indicated should be useful on a daily
basis to any carrier delivering that route. Once entered here, park points and relays have
been entered by the office, they will be able to update the times in Non-Delivery Point
Maintenance. The information input to WebEES is available not only to DPS, but to FSS
as well. Rather than the delivery office providing the break cards as is done in DPS,
initially the FSS break cards are provided as part of the FSS deployment.

Importing Delivery Point Files
WebEES is a key tool for ensuring automation processing is successful for both our
customers and our carriers. Increasing the amount of mail in the DPS mail stream will
save hours while also improving service. Therefore, all delivery units need to perform a
weekly download of there Delivery Point File (DPF). The DPF includes all of the
delivery information for all of the routes included in each delivery unit and by following
the below instructions will ensure that all sort plans will have the latest delivery
information.

Use the DPF Import page (see Figure 5-1) to control the importing feature.

Instructions for manually importing the DPFs or scheduling the imports are in the
sections that follow.

Manually Importing a DPF
You may wish to import a DPF to your station on an ad hoc basis, such as if the regularly
scheduled import has been suspended and you need the update soon. You can do this only
if you have the proper access rights.
To manually import a DPF:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

From the Zone/Carrier page, click the DPF Import link near the top. The DPF
Import page opens.
Select the Manual choice and click Set. You are asked to confirm if you wish to
change the setting.
Click OK to continue.
In the list of zones, select the checkbox next to each zone for which you will
import the DPFs.
To import the DPFs for the selected zone(s), click Import. If none of the zones or
routes in the zone are locked, the import begins. The Status column displays
messages about what the import is doing.
If the import was successful, the Last Import Date information changes.
To return to the Zone/Carrier page, click the Zone/Carrier link at the top of the
page.

Scheduling the Weekly DPF Import
You can set the EES system to weekly import the DPFs into your station from AMS. You
can do this only if you have the proper access rights.
To set the weekly DPF import schedule:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

From the Zone/Carrier page, click the DPF Import link near the top. The DPF
Import page opens (see Figure 5-1).
Select the Automatic choice.
Specify the day of the week in the Select a day list. Type in the time the import
should start (in 24 hour notation) in the Enter a time field.
Click Set. You are asked to confirm if you wish to change the setting.
Click OK to continue.
To return to the Zone/Carrier page, click the Zone/Carrier link at the top of the
page.

Bundle Break cards
Bundle break card locations must be reviewed by local management for effectiveness and
efficiency. The review of the number of bundle break cards and their location is done in
the WebEES tool. Too many bundle break cards add confusion, particularly to relief
carriers, while insufficient bundle break cards provide impediments to proficient delivery.
If bundle break locations are indicated in the sort plan for DPS, FSS bundle break cards
will be made available by the plant for use.
The FSS bundle break cards must be returned nightly to the plant so they are available for
use as the FSS mail is run. The process is to have the carriers place the cards in a
separate location such as an Item 775 flat tub in the vehicle. When returning from the
street, the carriers are to combine the cards with those located in a designated 775 located
adjacent to where the yellow trays are staged so that they can be easily returned to the
plant.
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It is critical that after FSS route adjustments the locations and placement of FSS bundle
break cards must be reviewed by local management to ensure that the adjustments have
not changed the validity of the placement of the card. Any changes necessary must be
done through the Station Input WebEES software

Update IOP
The IOP must be properly adjusted to the new transportation schedules and mail flows
prior to route adjustments. Carrier scheduled begin times in support of the new IOP must
be adjusted prior to the week of count and inspection. With the new IOP in place, clerk
schedules adjusted, and carrier schedules adjusted, there should be no need to update the
IOP a second time.

60 Day Review Process
One of the requirements of the FSS MOU includes a 60 day review of the routes after the
FSS adjustment implementation. This does not mean that a review must be conducted in
one day 60 days after the adjustment has been implemented. Management needs to
review carrier performance daily both in the office and on the street. You also need to
ensure that your Function 4 operations supports your current route structure and carrier
start times to avoid carriers being on waiting time due to Function 4 inefficiencies. If
waiting time is present, the carrier should be moved to the appropriate code to
demonstrate that in the TACS system. As inefficiencies or poor performance is
identified, it must be corrected so it no longer impacts on carrier time.
There are several DOIS reports which will prove useful. First, the Route/Carrier Daily
Performance/Analysis Report will provide daily information on office and street
performance. The supervisor should provide daily feed back to individual carriers who
exceed or fail to meet daily expectations. Any auxiliary assistance or overtime must be
documented through data to illustrate the reason for its use. Secondly, the supervisor may
go through the Route and Unit Maintenance Tab in DOIS and select the “Routes Pending
Special Inspections” and then select “Weekly Special Route Count” Report. Select “Print
Preview” and routes that exceed 8:30 or are less than 7:30 will be displayed. During this
period, clock ring and route assignment accuracy is critical. The union has the right to
request DOIS work hour and workload reports after the 60 day period has passed.
Normal day to day monitoring of carrier performance should have provided you with a
good idea of which routes need to be re-adjusted, whether that requires adding additional
territory or removing territory to the routes.
The actual results from the 60 day review may vary based on your individual situation,
however, be prepared to discuss any service related and documented issues that affected
performance during the 60 day period. These include, but are not limited to, 3999’s
completed in the 60 day time frame, one day 1838c’s conducted, customer complaints,
updated MSP reports showing un-explained Gap times, and any pertinent corrective
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actions given to carriers. You should limit the material used to DOIS and official postal
forms and reports and do not include any homemade spreadsheets with data.

GPS Equipped Delivery Vehicles
Reserved
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Attachments

Memorandum of Understanding – Approved FSS Work Methods
Excess Casing Equipment Inventory SOP
Carrier Case Breakdown SOP
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STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES
MULTIPLE FUNCTIONAL AREAS Overview
TACTIC—Administration of Excess Inventory for Delivery Unit Casing Equipment
Program. Establish new delivery unit casing equipment procurement process from excess
inventory at three regional re-supply facilities.

.

United States Postal Service strategies for today and through 2010 include significant
changes in daily delivery operations including; increased collaborative efforts to reduce
cost with impact on utilization of, and procurement of carrier casing equipment. Changes
in mail volume and how that volume is prepared by mailers, processed at the plants, and
handled by employees are creating excess casing equipment in our delivery units.
Closely managing identified excess equipment and the redistribution of this equipment is
a sound business practice, is environmentally advantageous, and provides an equipment
source for emergency contingencies.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

The most significant change in delivery operations is the implementation of the Flat
Sequencing System (FSS). FSS implementation begins with deployment nationally in
2008 and is scheduled through 2010. The effectiveness of FSS is creating supplies of
excess casing equipment above what is necessary to handling current levels of mail
volume in each unit by allowing the Postal Service to reduce the number of pieces of
equipment utilized on each route. The number of cases excessed each year is projected to
exceed our need for annual replacement purchases, thus minimizing our need to purchase
additional casing equipment during this period.
This Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) establishes the national operating procedures
for managing this excess case inventory. In order to implement these procedures, it will
be necessary to establish three regional locations as repositories for excess casing
equipment.
•
•
•

Topeka Material Distribution Center,500 SW Gary Ormsby Dr.Topeka, KS
66624-9995
Mail Equipment Shops (MES) 2135 5th NE, Washington, DC 20260-6224
Indianapolis, Critical Parts Center,758 Columbia Road-Suite 101,Plainfield,IN
46168-7558

These sites will provide the source for future casing equipment needs for delivery units in
a standardized purchasing process. Sites must enter their order thru eBuy only. These
items will be excluded from Touch Tone Order Entry (TTOE) National Materials
Customer Service will be informed not to manually enter order requests. Below is a
matrix of where Area’s (with prior approval only) are permitted to ship excess inventory:

.

REDISTRIBUTION CENTERS
Topeka

Indianapolis

Washington DC (MES)

Great Lakes Area

Eastern Area

CapMetro Area

Western Area

Southeastern Area

New York Metro Area

Pacific Area

(Southwest-pending)

Northeastern Area

NOTE: any excess inventory sent to these redistribution centers must have prior approval

Stock at these locations will be only the highest quality condition equipment excessed
from delivery units. As such, excess equipment retained will only be equipment that is in
“excellent” condition. Equipment that is less than “very good” condition must be
excessed directly from the districts and must be designated for sale, recycling if that is
not possible, or waste. Storing equipment at delivery units must be minimized where
possible; however, space concerns are a shared issue and must be considered at every
step of this process. The equipment to be retained at these centralized sites is limited to
the following:
ITEM #

PSIN PST

DESCRIPTION

6210-01-365-9552

6204

FIXTURE, CASE LIGHT

7110-01-364-3330

124D

CASE/TBL,CARR-ADJUST SHELVES

7110-01-364-7082

143D

CASE, SWINGING WING,CARRIER-ADJUST SHELVES

7110-01-364-7084

144D

CASE AND TABLE CARRIER WG ADJUSTS

7110-01-365-9563

80

CASE AND TABLE, LETTER, 49 SEPARATIONS

Specific guidelines for designating equipment as unsuitable for centralized storage are
provided below:
1. All casing equipment with “fixed” (non-adjustable) shelves
2. Casing equipment with painted numbers or lettering other than “property of US
Postal Service
3. Dented or jagged edges along any of the surfaces or ledges
4. Visible signs of rust
5. Damaged table tops (specific to 124’s only)
6. Structural instability (bent legs, etc.)
Designating equipment as unsuitable for centralized storage is part of a filtering process
designed to ensure that only the best equipment is placed on the Excess Inventory
Catalog (EIC) and ultimately sent to a regional site for future redistribution. (See Fig. 2)
Individual responsibility begins at the delivery unit, extends to the District Material
Management Specialist (DMMS), and finally to the maintenance personnel performing
disassembly. Excess casing equipment will be listed on the EIC providing national
visibility to field sites. The EIC will become the first source of supply for District and
Area needs prior to any other expenditure.
The cross functional groups responsible for implementing these new procedures include:
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Delivery Operations
Maintenance Operations
Network Operations

Finance
Supply Management Operations

The District Manager will establish district responsibility for equipment identification,
redistribution, and management of all equipment necessary for this program. The
following includes those duties and responsibilities necessary to effectively establish and
manage excess equipment inventories:

District Manager, Customer Services
District Managers are responsible for overall program oversight and ensuring that
national procedures and guidelines are followed. District managers will determine the
person(s) responsible for the implementation of the SOP.
•

Sets district procedures regarding Excess Equipment Inventory program structure,
and ensures district procedures compliments and support national procedures.

•

Ensures district procedures regarding the limited purchase and redistribution of
identified excess equipment follows national guidelines.

•

Establishes partnership between Manager, Finance District and Coordinator, Flat
Sequencing System for responsibility for Excess Equipment Program

Coordinator, Flat Sequencing System
FSS coordinators are the primary conduit for sharing deployment schedules with affected
delivery units. Coordinators will work with the Manager, District Finance to ensure that
responsible stakeholders are aware of timelines, responsibilities for handling excess
equipment, and coordinating transportation within the District as needed to support the
DMMS. Specific responsibilities include:
•

Responsible for communication of deployment schedule to affected delivery units
and excess equipment identification and handling process

•

Responsible for communication with Finance Manager of FSS deployment
schedule relative to excess equipment

•
•

Responsible for oversight of delivery unit management’s adherence to this SOP
Detail responsibilities for cross functional groups to report information to
coordinator

Manager, Finance District
Manager, Finance is the official with specific responsibility for control over the purchase,
excess, and movement of excess equipment throughout the district and to the regional re4

distribution facilities. Finance will direct the activities of the District Material
Management Specialists (DMMS) for this SOP. Managers will work closely with the
FSS coordinator to ensure that responsible officials are aware of timelines and
responsibilities for handling excess equipment. Specific responsibilities include:
•

Responsible for review and approval of all excess delivery unit equipment
including:
a. Redistribution
b. Sale or recycling
c. Purchase (limited to excess equipment categories identified within this
SOP)

•

Responsible for communication with FSS Coordinator and development and
adherence to FSS deployment schedule relative to excess equipment

•

Responsible for oversight of District Material Managements Specialist
(DMMS) or designee

Material Management Specialist (MSC)
Official responsible for providing training and guidance to the District on all processes
related to this SOP. Specific responsibilities include:
•

Training of District Management and DMMS on particulars on excessing
equipment from delivery units

•

Overview of EIC process
o Posting
o 90-day limits
o Notification to Investment Recovery for final disposition

• Serves as a liaison between the District and Headquarters
• Responsible for SOP updates and communicating changes to redistribution
process
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District Material Management Specialist (DMMS)
DMMS will serve as the official responsible for coordinating the movement of equipment
within a district. The DMMS will arrange transportation for excess equipment sent to
regional distribution centers. DMMS’s will ensure that all necessary approval for
transportation is submitted/authorized as appropriate and act as the conduit between
Transportation and Network System’s (TANS) Manager and Shared Transportation
Control Center. Specific responsibilities include:
•

Responsible for coordination of all excess equipment from delivery units within
District and Area

•

Coordinates with maintenance that identified excess equipment at delivery units
are available for disassembly
o Ensures excess equipment is palletized before shipping.
o Ensures excess equipment is metered in (approximately 4-5 pallets p/day)
when transporting from delivery units to Network facilities.

•

Coordinates transportation for excess equipment from delivery units to other
destinating offices
o Contact local Transportation office to coordinate transporting excess
equipment to network facilities
o Contact the Shared Transportation Control Center (STCC) for routing
approval on available space on existing highway transportation through the
network. STCC will provide the DMMS appropriate placards for transporting
excess equipment as needed.

•

Contact National Materials Customer Service, 800-332-0317, to obtain Return
Authorization approval to ship excess equipment to one of the regional
warehouses.

•

Responsible for initiating and maintaining listing of excess equipment on Excess
Inventory Catalog (EIC)

•

Coordinates with Investment Recovery that equipment immediately identified as
obsolete is ready for removal.

•

Designate equipment for waste or recycle based on established criteria
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Manager, Maintenance Operations
Is the maintenance official responsible for ensuring resources are available for
disassembly of all equipment designated as excess. Maintenance personnel will have the
latitude to designate equipment as waste or unsuitable for redistribution after on-site
inspection of equipment. Specific responsibilities include
•

Responsible for assignment of resources to support Excess Equipment program

•

Oversees work of maintenance personnel including equipment breakdown and
preparation at direction of DMMS

•

Prepares all equipment for shipping to designated locations for redistribution
efforts or local recycling initiatives

•

Ensures that equipment disassembly and preparation is to standards of attached
instructions regarding preparation of equipment

•

Designate equipment for waste or recycle based on established criteria

Maintenance Operations
Responsible for disassembly of excess casing equipment designated by delivery unit
management and scheduled by DMMS for removal to regional redistribution facilities.
Specific responsibilities include:
•

Disassemble all excess equipment as shown in attached instructions

•

Prepare all excess equipment for shipping within district and to regional facilities
as needed

•

Notify DMMS when equipment is ready for shipping

•

Designate equipment for waste or recycle based on established criteria
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Manager, Post Office Operations
The Manager, Post Office Operations is responsible for ensuring that Postmasters and
their offices comply with this SOP on excess equipment. They are responsible for
sharing this information with all postmasters in their area of responsibility: that
replacement equipment may be available within the district and they should ensure that
only the highest quality equipment is retained. Specific responsibilities include:
•

Responsible for oversight of delivery units in their area and SOP compliance

•

Shares information regarding excess equipment available to offices in their area

•

Ensures Postmasters remain on schedule for shipping of equipment

•

Resolves any conflicts with Manager, Finance in cooperation with FSS
coordinator

Postmaster and Managers, Customer Services
Postmasters/Mgrs. Customer Services will coordinate all installation activity relative to
excess equipment and its removal from operational use at the respective unit. Any excess
equipment needed within the installation other than the impacted office, all activity
surrounding its use and relocation is the responsibility of the local office
•

Responsible for initial identification of delivery unit equipment excess to the
needs of the office

•

Responsible for initial identification of equipment that is obsolete.
o designate as waste for recycling or resale

•

Responsible for preparation of excess equipment for disassembly by maintenance
personnel

•

Responsible for communication to DMMS that excess equipment is prepared for
further action

Manager, Material Distribution
Establishes and maintains the operations of the three regional re-distribution facilities.
•

Sets and establishes space and capacity requirements at each of the distribution
facilities

•

Establishes process for inventory control at each location

•

Establishes process for accounting procedures and eBuy access at each location
9

•

Establishes procedures for handling and redistribution of excess equipment

•

Establishes procedure for repackaging of equipment

Purchasing and Supply Management Specialist
The responsible official for monitoring supply and demand of items in excess inventory,
in addition to reviewing all casing equipment requisitions submitted through eBuy. The
official that manages levels of inventory maintained in regional centers.
•

Reviews all orders submitted to regional facilities for excess casing equipment

•

Reviews inventory levels at each facility

•

Controls flow of excess inventory from districts into regional facility

•

Assists in Investment Recovery efforts.

Investment Recovery Specialist
The official responsible for final disposition of excess equipment at the District, Area,
and National level relative to this SOP. Specific duties and responsibilities may include:
•

Coordinate the sale and collection of proceeds from the sale of excess equipment
designated for sale with the DMMS

•

Coordinate the sale and collection of proceeds from the recycling or disposal of
excess equipment designated by the DMMS
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Carrier Case Sources

Figure 1
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Figure 2

Product Flow Chart
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Standard Operating Procedures
Carrier Case Break Down

These instructions are to be followed by all personnel responsible for the disassembly of carrier
casing equipment relative to the attached SOP. These instructions cover the pre-disassembly
work, disassembly, and pre shipping preparation for the following equipment:
ITEM_NO
6210-01-365-9552
7110-01-364-3330
7110-01-364-7082
7110-01-364-7084
7110-01-365-9563

PSIN_PST
6204
124D
143D
144D
80

DESCRIPTION
FIXTURE, CASE LIGHT
CASE/TBL,CARR,ADJ SH
CASE, SWINGING WING,CARRIER (W/0 DIVIDERS) ADJUST SHELVES
CASE AND TABLE CARRIER WG ADJUSTS
CASE AND TABLE, LETTER,49 SEPARATION

1. Review all case equipment, ensure it has adjustable shelves and is in very good to
excellent condition. If the unit qualifies for the above, go to step 2.
a. If equipment is in less than very good to excellent condition OR has any
FIXED shelves, notify DMMS that piece is unsuitable for further use and
should be treated as waste.
143 AND 144 WITH ADJUSTABLE
SHELVES
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.. 124 D AND 144 WITH FIXED SHELVES AND VISIBLE DAMAGE
.
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..
..
.. D AND 144 WITH FIXED SHELVES AND VISIBLE DAMAGE
124
..
.
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FSS Cookbook

Version 2.0

2. Unplug and remove Florescent Bulb and reuse or dispose of locally. Then remove
lamp assembly from attachment point to carrier casing equipment. Retain bolts,
washers and nuts for future use and include with light assembly.
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FSS Cookbook

Version 2.0

3. Ensure drawers are empty and identification markers/labels have been removed.
Remove any labels if necessary. Reinsert drawer in case and tape secure.

CARRIER ROUTE ITEMS AND LABELS TO REMOVE
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FSS Cookbook

Version 2.0

4. Remove any locally added on equipment and case connectors.

LOCAL ITEMS TO
REMOVE DURING
DISASSEMBLY

LOCAL ITEMS TO
REMOVE DURING
DISASSEMBLY
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5. Remove the flats casing container. Utilize these locally based on their condition.
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6. Remove the Swing out case.

7. Lay the case back and remove the legs.
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8. Set the disassembled case back up to the upright position. Place all shelves (with
dividers removed) inside case.
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9. Place all loose hardware, including light fixture equipment, leg bolts, hanging
case bolts and nuts and all shelf clips in a plastic bag and tape up tightly. Place in
case.

10. Plastic wrap or package tape the legs together and place in case.
11. Center a case or two onto a USPS Pallet. Place all other associated hardware on
that pallet.
12. Plastic wrap the pallet tightly to prevent shifting during shipment.
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